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Never miss a beat

Meet Surface Earbuds



A defining history

Surface began almost 20 

years ago as an exploration 

of the power of touch-

screens and tablets.

In that time, our Surface products 

have connected millions to 

innovative devices that help them 

do more from anywhere on our 
powerful Windows platform.

In 2018, Microsoft added a bold 

new chapter to the Surface 

story, jumping into the audio 

space with the introduction of 
Surface Headphones.

In 2019, we created Surface 

Earbuds to deliver premium 

sound on the go.



Never miss a beat

Meet 

Surface Earbuds

Stay on top of your day with Surface 

Earbuds.

Featuring ultra-comfortable design, 

intuitive controls, access to innovative 

Microsoft 365 experiences,* and 

immersive sound for music and calls, 

plus all-day battery.1



Image and status are everything. Which means that 

trailblazers are constantly looking for premium, 

extraordinary devices and accessories that help 

them stay productive, can keep up with their busy 

lives, and earn them style points as they do.

Meet our customers

Fans of Surface love the style, power, and versatility 

of Surface devices. Peripherals add an extra layer of 

personalization and versatility. Fans are delighted 

by new accessories that pair perfectly with their 

favorite Surface devices.

Surface Fans

Trailblazers



Ultra-comfortable fit You’re in control Premium sound for 

music, calls, and shows

Let your voice do 

the typing

Innovative design with four 

anchor points, so each earbud 

sits securely in your ear. Find 

your perfect size with three 

sets of interchangeable 

silicone ear tips for an ultra-

comfortable and stable fit you 

can wear all day.

Responsive touch surface 

enables intuitive gestures like 

tap, touch, and swipe. Skip a 

music track, adjust the 

volume, answer and end calls, 

or get assistance without

missing a beat.

Custom-designed drivers 

are precisely tuned to 

deliver an exceptional 

acoustic experience. Two 

advanced microphones in 

each earbud isolate your 

voice while suppressing 

background noise.

Talk rather than type with 

dictation in Word, Outlook, 

and PowerPoint.*1 In 

PowerPoint,* swipe to 

advance slides, enable live 

captions and subtitles on-

screen, and more (Windows 

10 required). 

All-day battery that 

keeps up with you

Get up to 24 hours of 

battery life2 with the 

included charging case. 

That’s 8 hours on a single 

charge, with additional 

charges in the case.

A day in the life of Surface Earbuds



FEATURES:

• Ultra-comfortable and stable fit.

Innovative design with four anchor points, so 

each earbud sits securely in your earSurface Earbuds
• Responsive touch surface and intuitive 

controls. Tap, touch, and swipe to skip a 

music track, adjust the volume, answer and 

end calls, or get assistance

• Elevate your PowerPoint* skills. Swipe to 

advance slides, enable live captions and 

subtitles on-screen, and have what you’re 

saying be translated into one of 60+ 

languages (Windows 10 required)

• Talk rather than type with dictation in Word, 

Outlook, and PowerPoint*1

• Be heard loud and clear with two advanced 

microphones in each earbud that isolate your 

voice while suppressing background noise

• Premium sound for music, calls, and shows. 

Custom-designed drivers are precisely tuned 

to deliver an exceptional acoustic experience

• All-day battery that keeps up with you. Get 

up to 24 hours of battery life with the 

included charging case3

• Instantly play Spotify2* from your Android 

phone* with a triple tap on either earbud



Dimensions Each earbud: 0.98” (25 mm) x 0.78” (19.9 mm)

Charging case:

Length: 2.96” (75 mm)

Width: 1.31 (33.2 mm)

Height: 0.98” (25 mm)

Weight Each earbud: 0.26 oz (7.2 g) with ear tip

Charging case: 1.41 oz (40 g) without earbuds

Exterior Color: Glacier

Frequency 

response

20Hz–20kHz

Speakers 13.6mm driver

Microphones Two microphones per earbud

Battery life1 Up to 24 hours of battery life battery with 

included charging case (8 hours of continuous 

listening time on a single charge, plus another 

two 8-hour charges with the charging case)9

A 10-minute charge provides up to 1 hour of 

battery life.9

Cord USB-A to USB-C® cord (1 meter)

Controls Touch, tap, swipe, voice

Compatibility Windows 10 or later, Android 4.4 or later, 

iOS 9 or later, Bluetooth 4.1/4.2

Audio codecs SBC and aptX

Waterproof 

rating

IPX4

What’s in

the box

Two Surface Earbuds, charging case, 3 

pairs of silicone ear tips (sizes S/M/L), 

USB-C® to USB-A cable, Quick Start 

Guide, safety and warranty documents

Warranty 1-year limited hardware warranty2

Tech specs




